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Abstract
Three dimensional frustrated magnets realized in the rare-earth pyrochlores (R2B2O7,
R =rare-earth ion, B = transition metal ion) have attracted much interest since the dis-
covery of spin ice in Ho2Ti2O7 [1]. Since then, a number of interesting phenomena in
pyrochlore magnets have been observed and the interest in these systems, from an ex-
perimental and theoretical point of view, has nothing but increased. Perhaps the most
appealing and unique possibility is that these systems may realize a quantum disordered
phase; a so-called quantum spin ice. Theoretically, it has been predicted that a U(1) quan-
tum spin liquid is realized in the XXZ quantum spin ice (with global U(1)×Z2 symmetry)
in the perturbative regime [2] and more recently Savary and Balents [3] have introduced
a quantum rotor model with bosonic spinons coupled to U(1) gauge fields to describe
non-peturbatively the deconfined phase predicted. They studied an anisotropic quantum
spin ice (QSI) model which corresponds to the XXZ QSI with an additional Szi S
x
j cou-
pling. They solved the quantum rotor model using a mean-field approximation combined
with a large-N approximation and predicted the possibility of a U(1) liquid in addition
to an exotic ferromagnetic phase. Further work [4] has addressed the more complicated
fully frustrated XXZ quantum spin ice regime, where all components of the model are
frustrated, by using some insights provided by the previous perturbative results.
In this thesis, we will address the non-perturbative regime of the fully frustrated XXZ
QSI beyond the simplest perturbative treatment. We will begin by mapping the quantum
spin ice model to a compact U(1) gauge theory with deconfined electric and magnetic
monopoles. Neglecting the interaction between the gapless photon excitation and the
electric charges, we will study the matter sector with only electric charges, the so-called
spinons. Building up on insights provided by high order degenerate perturbation theory
calculations, we will construct some symmetric spin liquid ansatz for the static part of the
gauge fields. The two novel spin liquids that we construct break time reversal symmetry
and thus have a non-trivial chirality. In order to solve the matter sector of the theory and
determine the stability of the deconfined phases, we will introduce a novel representation of
a XY quantum rotor in terms of “exclusive” bosons, a representation which is dynamically
implemented in the dilute limit. We will benchmark this mapping in different ways by
comparing our results with Quantum Monte Carlo simulations and exact diagonalization
in some limiting cases. Using this mapping we will compute the region of stability of the
U(1) liquid phase of XXZ QSI. Within this mapping we will reproduce qualitatively the
results of previous work by finding only the so-called zero and pi flux U(1) liquids in the
vicinity of the classical spin ice point, while improving greatly on the estimation of the
exchange coupling at which the bosonic spinons condense to form a superfluid phase. In
iii
the fully frustrated XXZ QSI, we will provide evidence, using exact diagonalization of the
quantum rotor model, that one of the chiral spin liquid may be realized in the strongly
correlated and frustrated QSI regime, where all previous approximations break down.
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expansion diagrams using tools from graph theory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Frustrated magnets
The past decades have seen a flurry of interest for systems of condensed matter whose
effective low-energy degrees of freedom are spins that interact in such a way that all classical
pairwise interactions of the Hamiltonian of the system cannot be simultaneously satisfied:
these systems are referred to as frustrated magnets [5]. In the particular case where the
geometry of the lattice (see Fig. 1.1) at the vertices of which the spins reside is responsible
for frustrating the interactions, the system is said to be geometrically frustrated [6, 7, 8].
Perhaps the characteristic property of frustrated magnets is that they posses a ground
state with a large, often extensive degeneracy which in turns leads to a residual entropy.
This residual entropy may often be estimated by considering only the classical ground
state of the simplest frustrated units that span the lattice of the frustrated system. This
means that the low-energy physics of these systems is analogous to that of a liquid or
a cooperative paramagnet [9]: while the system remains disordered, the spins at small
distances are strongly correlated so that their fluctuations are largely constrained. These
correlated states generally share a “pattern rule” which constitute the corner-stone of the
interesting physics arising in frustrated systems. One of the characteristic experimental
signatures of frustration is the ratio of the Curie-Weiss temperature (θCW )
1 to that of the
ordering temperature of the system Tc – if ordering is indeed observed. When Tc  θCW ,
the system is typically said to be highly frustrated [10].
1Which is a measure of the strength of the spin-spin interactions.
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these configurations and the positions of protons in the tetrahedrally 
coordinated O2− framework of water ice10.
When kBT << Jeff, the system fluctuates almost entirely within the 
two-in and two-out manifold of states. It turns out that the number of 
such states is exponentially large, so a low-temperature entropy remains 
even within this limit. This entropy, first estimated by Pauling in 1935 
(ref. 11), has been measured in spin ice10. Although the spins remain 
paramagnetic in this regime, the ‘ice rules’ imply strong correlations: 
for instance, if it is known that two spins on a tetrahedron are pointing 
out, then the other two spins must point in. The correlated paramagnet 
is a simple example of a classical spin liquid. A key question is whether 
the local constraints have long-range consequences: is the spin liquid 
qualitatively distinguishable from an ordinary paramagnet? Interest-
ingly, the answer for spin ice is ‘yes’.
Analogies to electromagnetism
To understand how long-range effects arise from a local constraint, 
it is helpful to use an analogy to electromagnetism. Each spin can be 
thought of as an arrow pointing between the centres of two tetrahedra 
(Fig. 2b). This defines a vector field of flux lines on the lattice, which 
because of the two-in, two-out rule is divergence free. In this sense, the 
vectors de fine an ‘artificial’ magnetic field, b, on the lattice (the field can 
be taken to have unit magnitude on each link, with the sign determined 
by the arrows). Because the spins are not ordered but fluctuating, the 
magnetic field also fluctuates. However, because the magnetic field lines 
do not start or end, these fluctuations include long loops of flux (Fig. 2b) 
that communicate spin correlations over long distances.
The nature of the long-distance spin correlations was derived by Young-
blood and colleagues in a mathematically analogous model of a fluctuating 
ferroelectric, in which the electric polarization is similarly divergence-
less12; this was subsequently rederived for spin ice13. The result is that the 
artificial magnetic field, at long wavelengths, fluctuates in equilibrium just 
as a real magnetic field would in a vacuum, albeit with an effective mag-
netic permeability. For the spins in spin ice, this implies power-law ‘dipo-
lar’ correlations that are anisotropic in spin space and decay as a power 
law (~1/r3, where r is the distance between the spins) in real space. It is 
remarkable to have power-law correlations without any broken symmetry 
and away from a critical point. After Fourier transformation of these cor-
relations on the lattice, a static spin structure factor with ‘pinch points’ at 
reciprocal lattice vectors in momentum space is obtained12–14.
Such dipolar correlations have recently been observed in high 
resolu tion neutron-scattering experiments by Fennell and colleagues15. 
At the pinch points, if the ice rules are obeyed perfectly, a sharp singular-
ity is expected, as well as a precise vanishing of the scattering intensity 
along lines passing through the reciprocal lattice vectors. The rounding 
of this singu larity gives a measure of the ‘spin-ice correlation length’, 
which is estimated to grow to 2–300 Å (a large number) at a temperature 
of 1.3 K. In the future, it may be interesting to see how this structure 
changes at even lower temper atures, at which spin ices are known to 
freeze and fall out of equilibrium. Although the argument of Young-
blood and colleagues12 and the model outlined above rely on equilib-
rium, arguments by Henley suggest that the pinch points could persist 
even in a randomly frozen glassy state14.
Magnetic monopoles
Interestingly, the magnetostatic analogy goes beyond the equilibrium 
spin correlations. One of the most exciting recent developments in this 
area has been the discovery of magnetic monopoles in spin ice16. These 
arise for simple mi croscopic reasons. Even when kBT << Jeff, violations of 
the two-in, two-out rule occur, although they are costly in energy and, 
hence, rare. The sim plest such defect consists of a single tetrahedron 
with three spins pointing in and one pointing out, or vice versa (Fig. 2c). 
This requires an energy of 2Jeff relative to the ground states. From a 
magnetic viewpoint, the centre of this tetrahedron becomes a source or 
sink for flux, that is, a magnetic monopole. A monopole is a somewhat 
non-local object: to create a monopole, a semi-infinite ‘string’ of spins 
must be flipped, starting from the tetrahedron in question (Fig. 2c). 
Nevertheless, when it has been created, the monopole can move by 
single spin flips without energy cost, at least when only the dominant 
nearest-neighbour exchange, Jeff, is considered.
Remarkably, the name monopole is physically apt: this defect carries 
a real ‘magnetic charge’16. This is readily seen because the physical mag-
netic moment of the rare-earth atom is proportional to the pseudo-
magnetic field, M = gμBb, where g is the Landé g factor and μB is the Bohr 
magneton. Thus, a monopole with the non-zero divergence =•b also 
has a non-zero =•M. The ac tual magnetic charge (which measures the 
strength of the Coulomb inter action between two monopoles) is, how-
ever, small: at the same distance, the magnetostatic force between two 
monopoles is approximately 14,000 times weaker than the electrostatic 
force between two electrons. Nevertheless, at low temperatures, this is 
still a measurable effect.
A flood of recent papers have identified clear signatures of magnetic 
monopoles in new experiments and in previously published data. Jaubert 
and Holdsworth showed that the energy of a monopole can be extracted 
from the Arrhe nius behaviour of the magnetic relaxation rate17. They 
found that in Dy2Ti2O7 the energy of a monopole is half that of a single 
spin flip, reflecting the fractional character of the magnetic monopoles. 
Figure 1 | Frustrated magnetism on 2D and 3D lattices. Two types of 2D 
lattice are depicted: a triangular lattice (a) and a kagomé lattice (b). The 3D 
lattice depicted is a pyrochlore lattice (c). In experimental ma terials, the 
three-fold rotational symmetry of the triangular and kagomé lattices may 
not be perfect, allowing different exchange interactions, J and Jʹ, on the 
horizontal and diagonal bonds, as shown. Blue circles denote magnetic ions, 
arrows indicate the direction of spin and black lines indicate the shape of the 
lattice. In b, ions and spins are depicted on only part of the illustrated lattice. 
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(c)
Figure 1.1: Examples of how geometry can lead to frustration in systems with nearest-
neighbour antiferromagnetic interaction. (a) A bipartite lattice is a non-frustrated lattice.
We can choose one sublattice to be pointing up and the other to be pointing down to satisfy
all interactions. (b) A triangle is an example of frustrated geometry. It is impossible to
simultaneously anti-align all spin on the triangular which leads to a 6 fold degeneracy of the
ground state of the triangle. (c) The kagome lattice (non-bipartite) is formed of triangular
motifs that lead to frustration.
1.2 Spin ice
One of the landmarks of frustrated magnetism is spin ice [5]. Spin ice was discovered in
Ho2Ti2O7 [1] and bears it’s name from a direct correspondence to one of the disordered
phases of crystalline water-ice in which the oxygens adopt a tetrahedrally coordinated
geometry and remain disordered down to very low temperatures. The system exhibits a
residual entropy which originates from the frustration of the protons of the hydrogen atoms
that are shared between each pair of oxygen O2− ions. In the tetrahedral geometry, each
oxygen must have only two protons in it’s vicinity: this is one of the famous Bernal-Fowler
ice-rule [11]. In spin ice the role of the protons is played by the magnetic moment of the
rare-earth Ho3+ or Dy3+ ions that form a pyrochlore lattice (see Fig. 1.2). The Ti4+ ions
are non-magnetic and reside on another pyrochlore lattice that is interpenetrating with
the former rare-earth ion pyrochlore lattice. The oxygens that surround the Ho3+ or Dy3+
are responsible for generating a strong crystal field single-ion anisotropy along the local
〈111〉 directions of each tetrahedron vertices (see Appendix A for specific details about
the geometry). As a result, the large and classical f -electron spin moment of the rare-
earth ions is forced to point either towards the center of it’s corresponding tetrahedron or
opposite to that direction. Although the relevant interactions in Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7
3
xx + eµ
(a)
x
x + eµSzxµ
(b)
Figure 1.2: (a) The pyrochlore lattice with spins in a spin ice (2-in/2-out) configuration.
Following the spins head to tail we can form closed loops, the smallest of which form
hexagonal plaquettes (emphasized in green). When flipping all spins that constitute that
loop, we go from one spin ice state to another spin ice state. (b) Considering the spin
ice states as some correlated vacuum background, the elementary excitations of such a
vacuum come in pairs of a positively (say the red sphere) and negatively (say the cyan
sphere) charged defects that are generated by a single spin-flip. These defects live on
the diamond lattice which is formed by connecting the center of the tetrahedra of the
pyrochlore lattice.
are dipolar in nature, much of the physics of spin ice can be discussed within the context
of a nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic Ising model with a local [111] anisotropy (~Si = S
z
i eˆi)
[12, 13]:
Hspin ice = Jnn
∑
〈ij〉
~Si · ~Sj = −Jnn
3
∑
〈ij〉
Szi S
z
j (Jnn < 0). (1.1)
The unit vectors {eˆi} point along the 〈111〉 directions (see Appendix A) and Szi corresponds
to the local z-component of the spin ~Si. The ferromagnetic spin-spin interaction Jnn is
frustrated owing to the Ising anisotropy axes2. This in turn leads, as in real water-ice, to
2Hereafter we will use Jzz = −Jnn/3, with Jnn > 0 to denote the spin ice interaction.
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a residual entropy at low temperatures, thus breaking the third law of thermodynamics.
Spin ice is commonly referred to as a classically disordered cooperative paramagnet [13].
This residual entropy may be estimated via a single-tetrahedron picture as it was first
done in a seminal paper by Linus Pauling [14]. One isolated tetrahedron has 16 possible
configurations (see Fig. 1.3) and the spin ice Hamiltonian favors a six-fold degenerated
ground state with 2 spins pointing inwards and 2 spins pointing outwards (2-in/2-out). The
first excited state corresponds to a 3-in/1-out or 3-out/1-in configuration. Considering a
system of N spins, there are N/2 tetrahedron that span the pyrochlore lattice (since each
spin is shared between two inversion-related tetrahedra). Neglecting the correlations in
between each tetrahedron, it is possible to find an upper-bound for the extensive ground
state entropy3 of spin ice:
S(T = 0) = ln
[(
2N
)( 6
16
)N/2]
≈ N
2
ln
(
3
2
)
. (1.2)
This is the so-called Pauling residual entropy. In an experimental setting, the residual
entropy (per mol) is determined by integrating the specific heat, C(T ):
S(T ∗) = R ln 2−
∫ ∞
T ∗
C(T )
T
dt, (1.3)
where S(T =∞) = R ln 2 (for a |~S| = 1/2 spin system), R = 8.31 J·mol−1K−1 in SI units
and where T ∗ is the lowest temperature reached in a particular experiment measuring the
specific heat.
The Pauling entropy of Eq. (1.2) has been measured within in a few percent accuracy4
to be the residual entropy of the Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 spin ice compounds [17, 18, 19].
3Note that in this thesis I adopt the following convention for the analytical results: kB = 1, ~ = 1.
When discussing experimental results, I restore the physical units.
4Recent work by Pomaranski et al. has shown that these compounds may eventually order at very
low-temperatures [15], which is partially in agreement with the expectations that these compounds are
described by a dipolar spin ice model [16].
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Figure 1.3: Eight of the sixteen configurations of the Ising spins of Hamiltonian (1.1) for
a single tetrahedron (the time-reversal conjugate partners are omitted) with Szi = ±1/2.
The ground state with energy E0 = −Jzz/2 corresponds to the 2-in/2-out configuration
while the first excited state is a 3-in/1-out or 3-out/1-in configuration with energy E1 = 0.
The configuration with highest energy is the all-in/all-out configuration with energy E2 =
3Jzz/2. The charge Q assocatied with these states (see Eq. (1.19)) is also indicated.
1.2.1 Emergent electromagnetism in spin ice
We can gain further insights by thinking of the spin ice rules, which enforce a 2-in/2-
out spin configuration per tetrahedra, as lattice divergence-free condition [12]. Indeed,
interpreting the spins as electric field variables5 , i.e. Ez ≡ Sz, then we may write:
3∑
µ=0
Szxµ = 0⇔ ∇ · ~Ez = 0 (1.4)
where we use x to denote the diamond lattice site (see Fig. 1.2) coordinates and µ =
0, 1, 2, 3 to denote the pyrochlore sublattice basis (see Appendix A). The spins of the
original pyrochlore live on the bonds of the dual diamond lattice and we use x ,x ± eµ to
5Note that in what follows, I will use the language of electric charge to describe the spin ice defects
instead of “magnetic monopole”, which is the term used in the spin ice community [20] . Because electric
field and magnetic field are dual in electromagnetism, this will not influence any results. The magnetic
monopole in our description is a somewhat more complicated type of excitation that I will describe in
subsequent sections.
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denote the spin that lives on the bond that joins the diamond site x and x ±µ. Then, Szxµ
is a shorthand notation for Szx ,x+ηxeµ with:
ηx =
{
1 if x ∈ 〈a〉
−1 if x ∈ 〈b〉 (1.5)
where 〈a〉 and 〈b〉 correspond to the two FCC lattices that form the diamond lattice.
The physics of spin ice corresponds to the physics of closed loops of electric field lines
(see Fig. 1.2) and total electric field of the spin ice configurations labels different topolog-
ical sector of the spin ice manifold. The fluctuations in the spin ice manifold are highly
correlated and to fluctuate from one spin ice state to another, one needs to flip all spins
around a closed loop simultaneously. The smallest loops that encodes such fluctuations
are hexagons. These type of fluctuations will be discussed in greater details in the context
of quantum spin ice.
A 3-in/1-out or 1-in/3-out configuration for a single tetrahedron is then naturally in-
terpreted as the source of this electric-field, i.e. an electric charge. This electric charge
lives on the diamond lattice (see Fig. 1.2) that is dual to the pyrochlore lattice. Electric
charges can only be created in pair: a spin ice defect corresponds to the creation of a
positive and negative electric charge. One the most remarkable feature of spin ice is that
the spin-spin correlation function exhibits a power-law dipolar-like (∝ 1/r3) correlation
[12]. In reciprocal space, this translates into a static structure factor with “pinch points”
at the reciprocal lattice vectors (see Fig. 1.4). These pinch points have been observed in
neutron scattering experiments [21]. Finally, in the case of nearest-neighbor spin ice the,
the electric charge defects do not interact with each other and are thus deconfined. Here
by deconfined, we mean the following. Within the language of gauge theories, two test
charges are said to be deconfined if the potential energy cost required for separating two
charges over a macroscopic distance is finite [22]. In the case where the dipolar interactions
are also taken into account, it has been shown that the general properties mentioned above
are preserved, althought the interaction potential between the defects follows Coulomb-law
[20] which leads to an effective non-confining “tension” between pairs of electric defects.
All in all, it may be said that electromagnetism is an emergent property of spin ice, i.e.
it corresponds to an effective low energy description of spin ice. This description will be
pursued in subsequent sections, where we will see that quantum fluctuations in quantum
spin ice leads to an emergent quantum electrodynamics (QED) type of theory [2, 3, 23, 24]
in the form of an exotic quantum disordered phase: a U(1) quantum spin liquid.
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Figure 1.4: [This figure is a courtesy of Taoran Lin] Elastic neutron scattering structure
factor computed for pure dipolar spin ice in the spin-flip channel [21]. The pinch points cor-
respond to the singularities at the reciprocal lattice vectors [h, h, l], with n, h = ±1,±2, · · ·
.
1.3 Quantum spin liquids
In the following sections we make a small digression to introduce the concept of quantum
spin liquids from an historical perspective. We will then introduce the concept of projective
construction for spin liquids and it’s relation to gauge theories. We will then discuss these
ideas in the context of quantum spin ice.
1.3.1 Frustration and quantum disorder
It has been known for some time [25] that a small value of spin length (S) combined
with geometric frustration effectively enhance quantum fluctuations (see Fig. 1.5 and Fig.
1.6) [26]. Indeed, in 1972 Anderson studied the S = 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet on
the triangular lattice and provided evidence that a state with large quantum fluctuations
and with no broken-symmetries, the so-called resonating valence bond (RVB), may be an
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alternative ground state to a conventional (semi-classical) long-range Ne´el order [26]. The
RVB state (see Fig. 1.7), which corresponds to a large superposition of different singlet
lattice coverings, may be interpreted as a quantum liquid since it corresponds to a “melting”
of some symmetry breaking state via quantum fluctuations. In particular, the RVB state
corresponds to a “melting” of a valence bond crystal (VBC) [27].
H4 = J(~S1 · ~S2 + ~S1 · ~S3 + ~S2 · ~S3)
J < 0 J > 0
+ +Ground-state
 ˆ = ~S1 · (~S2 ⇥ ~S3)
[ ˆ,H4] = 0
⌦ ⌦2
⌦ = ei2⇡/3
H = J
X
i
~Si · ~Si+1
ENe´el =  JNS2
EVBC =  JN(S
2 + S)
2
Figure 1.5: Example of the effect of spin length in inducing quantum fluctuations for the
Heisenberg antiferromagnetic spin chain. A simple variational wave-function shows that
for S = 1/2, a valence bond crystal formed of nearest-neighbour singlets is favored over a
Ne´el state while for S > 1 the Ne´el state is favored over the VBC state. Althought in one
dimensions one cannot have long-range order such as a Ne´el order [28], this simple example
illustrates that system with small value of spin S may exhibit more “quantumness” than
the system with large S limit. The VBC forms a natural building block for quantum
non-magnetic state as it is formed of S = 0 singlets (see Fig. 1.7) [13].
The idea of RVB remained relatively undiscussed until 1987, when it was dramatically
revived with the discovery of the cuprates and their high-temperature superconducting
properties [29] realized when doped. The proximity of the cuprates to a metal-insulator
transition (so-called Mott transition) hinted that the mechanism behind the unusual ap-
pearance of superconductivity6 at high temperatures might be related to a RVB ground
state, the excitations of which becomes charged superconducting pairs when the system is
doped [31].
While the initial motivation to link quantum spin liquid with the appearance of high-
temperature superconductivity has somewhat faded out in the recent years, the search for
quantum spin liquids as a ground state of a quantum spin Hamiltonian has, conversely,
gathered much interest over the years. This is in part due to the fact that these states are
intrinsically correlated and have some form of entanglement, making them challenging to
study. Along with these generic properties, quantum spin liquids are expected to exhibit
some kind of topological order and generically host fractional excitations [32]. By fractional
6Meaning that such high Tc seemingly cannot originate from an electron-phonon coupling as in con-
ventional superconductors [30].
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H4 = J(~S1 · ~S2 + ~S1 · ~S3 + ~S2 · ~S3)
J < 0 J > 0
+ +Ground-state:
 ˆ = ~S1 · (~S2 ⇥ ~S3)
[ ˆ,H4] = 0
⌦ ⌦2
⌦ = ei2⇡/3
H = J
X
i
~Si · ~Si+1
ENe´el =  JNS2
EVBC =  JN(S
2 + S)
2
Figure 1.6: Heisenberg model for a triangle unit. In the ferromagnetic case, the interaction
is not frustrated and the ground state corresponds to simply having all spin aligned along
an arbitrary direction. In the antiferromagnetic case, the ground state is chiral (χˆ = ±1)
and may be interpreted as having an unpaired fermion (spin 1/2) moving around the
triangle.
here, we mean that these excitations carry quantum numbers that are a fraction of the
allowed quantum number for a finite system [33]. The fact that these exotic7 state may have
potential applications in quantum computation further increase their interest [34, 35]. The
essential idea in the field of topological quantum computation using (gapped) spin liquids
is that these states possess a ground-state degeneracy that is protected by the topology
of the system. This makes these states appealing for quantum computation due to their
robustness against decoherence [34, 35].
1.3.2 The limitations of the Gingzburg-Landau paradigm
One of the simplest (and crudest) starting point to study condensed matter system is
the so-called mean-field theory (MFT). MFT consist in replacing an original many-body
problem with a simpler problem of a self-consistent one-body system interacting with an
averaged field produced by the rest of the interacting degrees of freedom, neglecting the
fluctuations of the averaged field [36].
MFT is equivalent to a Ginzburg-Landau theory (this equivalence may be shown via
a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation) and is based on the existence of a local order
parameter that carries a non-trivial irreducible representation of the symmetry group of the
7Exotic in the sense that they support fractional excitations.
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Figure 1.7: Example of a short-range resonating valence bond state on the triangular
lattice. It consist of a superposition of all possible singlet covering and does not break
SU(2) symmetry or space group symmetries.
Hamiltonian. The order parameter is generally an expectation value of some combination
of the degrees of freedom of the system. For example, a ferromagnet has a finite overall
magnetization that breaks time-reversal symmetry. When the order parameter develops a
finite expectation value, it indicates that the system is in a symmetry-broken state. The
measurement of the different possible order parameters then allows one to construct a
phase diagram which classifies the different state that the system enters depending on the
values that the parameters of the system’s Hamiltonian take .
However, since the discovery of the fractional quantum-Hall (FQH) effect [37], it has
been known that not all phases of matter may be understood via the concept of symmetry
breaking [38]. In fact, in the case of the FQH effect, the concept of topological order
had to be introduced to understand what characterizes the FQH state [39] since this state
does not break any symmetry. The concept of topological order applies to gapped phases8
of matter at zero temperature [32]. While topological order describes a certain type of
quantum order, the general theory of quantum order appears to be far richer [38, 32].
Quantum spin liquid states may be gapped or gapless and recent state of the art nu-
merical studies have provided strong evidence for the existence of such state in D > 1
8Meaning that the thermodynamic system has ground state with a finite gap for any excitation [32].
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for the S = 1/2 J1 − J2 kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet [40]. Other examples of such
state in more intricate but yet, exactly solvable quantum models, have been provided by A.
Kitaev, M. Levin and X.G. Wen. [32, 34] The solution of Kitaev’s model uses a trick that
was first discussed by Baskaran et al. [27, 41] in order to extract the physical properties of
the RVB state. This trick is formally known as the projective construction or slave-particle
method.
1.4 MFT of quantum spin liquids and emergent gauge
theory
As mentioned in the previous section, mean-field theory fails to describe any QSL state
since such a state does not break any symmetry of the Hamiltonian. The latter some-
what negative definition of a QSL implies that the excitations of a QSL must carry some
fractional quantum number [42, 32] (otherwise these excitations would be related to the
fluctuation of some order parameter). Assuming the existence of QSL, it is then natural
to try to understand it’s properties by introducing a representation in which the spins are
fractionalized.
1.4.1 Slave-fermions
We will introduce the slave-fermion approach to study the Heisenberg model on the square
lattice in order to discuss the main ideas behind the so-called projective construction. The
slave-fermion approach in the context of SU(2) spins was introduced by Baskaran et al.
[27, 41] and was latter extended by Aﬄeck and Marston [43] for the case of SU(N) where,
for N → ∞, the mean-field theory of the projective construction is exact. Consider the
Heisenberg antiferromagnet (J > 0) on the square lattice with Ns spins:
H = J
∑
〈ij〉
~Si · ~Sj (1.6)
We start by introducing a fermionic representation of the spins:
~Si =
1
2
∑
α,β=↑,↓
c†iα~σα,βciβ (1.7)
where ci↑, ci↓ are spin-1/2 fermionic operators and ~σ is a vector of Pauli matrices. The
fermionic operators are called spinons. One can check that this fermionic representation
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preserves the SU(2) commutation relations. Substituting the latter expression in (1.6) and
using the properties of the Pauli matrices, the Hamiltonian now reads:
H = J
2
∑
〈ij〉
∑
α,β
c†iαcjαc
†
jβciβ + J
∑
〈i,j〉
(
1
2
ni − 1
4
ninj
)
(1.8)
Where ni ≡ c†ici. We note that this new representation enlarges the original physical
Hilbert from 2Ns to 4Ns and thus must be supplemented with a constraint in order to
correctly describe the spin degrees of freedom of (1.6). This constraint corresponds to
having only one fermion per-site: ∑
α=↑,↓
c†iαciα = 1 (1.9)
Under this constraint, the second term of (1.8) is just a constant and will be dropped.
This new representation now allows us to use a mean-field theory in order to solve H by
decoupling its quartic term using χij = J
〈
c†iαcjα
〉
/2:
HMF = −
∑
α
∑
〈ij〉
[(
c†iαcjαχij +H.c.
)
− 2
J
|χij|2
]
, with
∑
α
c†iαciα = 1 (1.10)
We may gain a further remarkable (yet at this point still somewhat formal) insight by
considering the path integral formulation of HMF where the constraint is implemented
via a time and site dependent Lagrange multiplier φi(t) [32]. The Lagrangian of the path
integral reads [44]:
L =
∑
i,α
c†i,α(i∂t + µ)ci,α +
∑
i,α
φi
(
c†i,αci,α − 1
)
+
∑
〈ij〉
[∑
α
(
c†iαcjαχij +H.c.
)
− 2
J
|χij|2
]
(1.11)
This Lagrangian has a U(1) gauge structure since it is invariant under:
c†i → c†ie−iθi , χij → χijei(θi−θj), φi → φi + ∂θi/∂t (1.12)
Thus, we see that this U(1) gauge structure arises9 as a consequence of the projective
construction (i.e. of the one fermion per site constraint) and is in fact a generic property
9And because this construction is meant to describe the low-energy properties of H, this U(1) gauge
structure is said to be emergent.
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of the slave-particle formulations [32]. Thus we see that gauge-theories are closely related
to the description of fractionalized phases such as quantum spin liquids. As a consequence,
we may hope to gain insights in the physics of the QSL by using the extensive knowledge
of gauge theories. The low-energy physics of L corresponds to a theory of lattice fermions
coupled to a U(1) gauge field which is the phase of χij = |χij| eiAij . The amplitude
fluctuations of χij are gapped and are thus not essential to the discussion.
To perform further calculations, one may as a first approximation assume a static χij
which is equivalent to searching for the saddle-point solution of L and neglecting gauge
field fluctuations. This approximation is justified in the large-N limit where SU(N) spins
instead of SU(2) spins are considered. In the SU(N) case [43], the mean-field Hamiltonian
in the slave-fermion representation reads:
HMF = −
∑
α
∑
〈ij〉
[(
c†iαcjαχij +H.c.
)
− N
J
|χij|2
]
, with
∑
α
c†iαciα =
N
2
. (1.13)
Thus we see that for N → ∞, the saddle-point approximation is exact. To lowest order
in 1/N the allowed fluctuations involve moving only a single spinon so that for sufficiently
large N , the constraint may only be implemented on average. Finally, assuming that this
is qualitatively correct down to N = 2, one is left with solving the following theory:
HMF = −
∑
α
∑
〈ij〉
[(
c†iαcjαχij +H.c.
)
− 2
J
|χij|2
]
, with
〈∑
α
c†iαciα
〉
= 1. (1.14)
Depending on the mean-field ansatz χij which minimizes HMF , we will obtain different
spin liquids. The symmetry properties of χij constitute the basis for classifying spin liquids
according to the so-called projective symmetry group[32]. This type of classification is
however beyond the scope of this work. We will only remark that the different spin liquids
phase may in part be classified by the flux that the spinons experience. Here, the flux are
gauge-invariant labels that are given by the circulation of the spin ice Aij on some closed
contour.
We remark that the large-N approximation can be improved by generating successive
terms in a 1/N expansion [43]. Since we are generally interesting in the case N = 1 or
N = 2, such expansion may give unsatisfactory results in this limit. Thus, it seems that
the analytical treatment of the slave-particle formalism would generally be uncontrolled.
That being said however, this approach serves as a way to gain insight into the complicated
structure of a quantum spin liquid and should be combined with the understanding pro-
vided by numerical unbiased methods such as the Density Matrix Renormalization Group
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approach [45] or Quantum Monte Carlo simulations [46]. Three dimensional frustrated
quantum magnets are however notoriously hard to study since in many cases of interest,
no unbiased method can be used to study these systems. Indeed, DMRG cannot be used
in 3 dimensional systems [45] and QMC simulations [46, 47] of frustrated systems are often
plagued by the infamous sign problem. One then has to rely on biased methods such as
the slave-particle treatment.
Despite the aforementioned drawbacks, the virtue of slave-particle approaches perhaps
best reside in the fact that it may give insights in the form of the quantum spin liquid
wave-function that the system selects. One’s hope is that in solving Hamiltonian HMF , the
essential qualitative physics of the QSL may be extracted. It is in fact possible to exactly
take into account the constraint required to project back to the physics Hilbert space
via the so-called Gutzwiller projection method [48]. The idea behind this approach is to
start from variational wave-function |ψ({α})〉 which, for some restricted set of variational
parameters, constitute the exact ground state of the mean-field Hamiltonian in the slave-
particle formulation. Then by explicitly projecting out the unphysical part of that wave-
function (zero or two fermion per-site states) via a projector of the form:
|ψspin〉 =PGW |ψ({α})〉 PGW =
∏
i
(
c†i |0〉〈0| ci
)
(1.15)
one obtains a physical spin-wave function |ψspin〉. Finally, using the proper normalization
of |ψspin〉, one then computes a variational energy:
E({α}) = 〈ψspin|H |ψspin〉〈ψspin|ψspin〉 , (1.16)
which is then minimized with respect to the set of variational parameters {α}. Generally,
the latter expression is computed via a Monte Carlo procedure since it becomes rapidly
computationally expensive to compute matrix elements as the size of the system is in-
creased.
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1.5 Quantum spin ice
Motivated by the rich possibilities of QSL and their corresponding emergent of gauge
theories, we now discuss the main subject of this thesis: quantum spin ice. Already, we
have seen that classical spin ice has a remarkable correspondence with electromagnetism.
A natural question to ask is what are the effects of quantum fluctuations in a spin ice
system. This question was originally studied by Hermele et al. [2] for the case of the
S = 1/2 XXZ model with global U(1)⊗ Z2 symmetry on the pyrochlore lattice:
HXXZ = Jzz
∑
〈ij〉
Szi S
z
j − J±
∑
〈ij〉
(
S+i S
−
j + S
−
i S
+
j
)
, (1.17)
with 0 < J±  Jzz10. The effect of the J± term on a spin ice state is simple: either it
creates a pair of spinons or hops a spinon (see Fig. 1.8). Hermele et al. used degenerate
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
J±
Figure 1.8: (Left figure) One of the [111] kagome plane of the pyrochlore lattice in a
projected spin ice configuration. The J± term may create a pair of spinons (middle figure)
or move spinon around (right figure).
perturbation theory in the spin ice manifold to derive an effective Hamiltonian for Eq.
(1.17) which, to lowest order, assumes the following form:
Heff = − 3J
3
±
2J2zz
∑
7
(
S+1 S
−
2 S
+
3 S
−
4 S
+
5 S
−
6 +H.c.
)
+ const., (1.18)
where the spins belong to the same hexagonal plaquette. The sum is carried over all
hexagonal plaquettes (see Fig. 1.2) on the pyrochlore lattice. This Hamiltonian describes
10Denoting the energy scale of the quantum fluctuations by J⊥, we will hereafter refer to quantum spin
ice (or the quantum spin ice regime) as the |J⊥| . Jzz regime (with Jzz > 0).
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the dispersion of the spin ice manifold to lowest order in J± (see Fig. 1.9). Since it describes
only the spin ice manifold, it also possesses a U(1) gauge structure which arises because of
the charge conservation constraint. The U(1) gauge structure is generated by the charge
on every tetrahedron:
Qx = ηx
3∑
µ=0
Szxµ. (1.19)
The spin ice constraint translates to Qx = 0 ∀ x and we see that [Qx ,Heff ] = 0 ∀ x .
Furthermore, this effective Hamiltonian is equivalent to a hard-core dimer model on the
diamond lattice [2]. This is seen by considering Szxµ = +1/2 (S
z
xµ = −1/2) to be the
presence (absence) of a dimer on the link 〈x ,x + ηxeµ〉. The Qx = 0 constraint then
becomes the constraint that every diamond site is “touched” by two dimers [2].
The effective theory can be described by a compact U(1) gauge theory in its decon-
fined phase, by leveraging the extensive knowledge of the properties of the quantum dimer
model [49, 50, 51, 52]. Both the quantum ground state and its gapless gauge fluctuations
corresponding to photons are coherent superpositions of classical spin ice configurations.
The predicted U(1) liquid was later found by a quantum Monte-Carlo study [53] of the
XXZ model at finite temperature. The properties of the spin liquid have been further char-
acterized in detail by both analytical investigations and quantum Monte-Carlo simulations
[23, 54] of the dimer model at T = 0.
Jzz Jzz
⇠ J3±/J2zz
⇠ J±
Figure 1.9: (Left) The ground state and first excited state manifolds of classical spin ice.
(Right) To lowest order the J± creates a dispersion with bandwidth ∼ J3±/J2zz in the ground
state manifold and also disperses the spinons.
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1.5.1 Quantum spin ice as a realistic model
The remarkable properties of the XXZ model are interesting to study in their own right,
but one may wonder if the S = 1/2 quantum spin ice is a realistic model in an experimental
setting. Here we will briefly review the phenomenology that leads to the description of
some rare-earth pyrochlore oxides in terms of an anisotropic S = 1/2 model.
In the past decade there has been numerous experimental studies on the rare-earth
pyrochlore oxides (R2B2O7) [55]. In these compounds, the spin-orbit interaction of the f
electrons of the magnetic rare-earth ion is large and the total angular moment ~J = ~L+ ~S
is a good quantum number. Hund’s rules can than be applied to determine the electronic
ground state of the isolated magnetic ions. The local (quasi) octahedral crystalline envi-
ronment (due to the oxygens ions) of the rare-earth ions induces a crystal field which lift
the degeneracy of the 2J + 1 degenerated ground state. If the number of electrons in the
outer partially filled f orbital is odd, then Kramers theorem guarantees that the ground
state is at least two-fold degenerate. Moreover, if the first excited doublet is well separated
from the ground state doublet (with a gap much larger than the inter-ion interactions),
then the essential low-energy physics of rare-earth ions is encoded in an effective Kramers
doublet (i.e. a S = 1/2 model) model on the pyrochlore lattice. Finally, if these Kramers
doublet transforms like magnetic dipole (i.e. as pseudovectors) under space group sym-
metries, then using group theoretical arguments [56] it is possible to show that the most
general S = 1/2 nearest-neighbour bilinear exchange Hamiltonian on the pyrochlore lattice
(and in local coordinate) reads:
H = Jzz
∑
〈ij〉
Szi S
z
j − J±
∑
〈ij〉
(
S+i S
−
j +H.c.
)
(1.20)
+ J±±
∑
〈ij〉
(
γijS
+
i S
+
i +H.c.
)
+ Jz±
∑
〈ij〉
(
ζij
[
Szi S
+
j + S
z
jS
+
i
]
+H.c.
)
, (1.21)
where ζ, γ are unimodular matrices (with ζ = −γ?) that encode the cubic symmetry of the
pyrochlore lattice [57] and that are given in Appendix A. Interestingly, recent theoretical
work has pointed out the possibility to realize a simpler model in systems where the
transverse components of the Kramers doublets transform as a component of the magnetic
octupolar tensor [33]. In this setting the effective model obtained is a surprisingly simple
XYZ (with global Z2 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z2 symmetry) model.
A useful property of the rare-earth pyrochlore oxides is that they posses a strong
single-ion magnetic moment. For instance Yb2Ti2O7 and Er2Ti2O7 have respectively a
paramagnetic moment of µ ≈ 3.34µB [58] and µ ≈ 3.8µB [59]. Thus it has been possi-
ble to study these materials in a ferromagnetic state obtained at low-temperatures with
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the application of a modest (on the order of 5 Teslas) magnetic field [57, 60]. Using
inelastic neutron scattering in this regime, multiple sharp spin-wave branches were mea-
sured and subsequent spin-wave calculations with model (1.21) were made in order to
fit the {Jzz, J±, J±±, Jz±} exchange parameters to the experimental measurements. As
expected11 for Er2Ti2O7, the estimation of the exchange couplings for this compound indi-
cates that it is not a quantum spin ice. The estimation of the couplings for Yb2Ti2O7
on the other hand indicates that it is a quantum spin ice with (Jzz, J±, J±±, Jz±) =
(0.17± 0.04, 0.05± 0.01, 0.05± 0.01,−0.14± 0.01)[57]. Further numerical investigations
using model (1.21) and the estimated exchange coupling where carried in order to com-
pute the specific heat for Yb2Ti2O7. This study indicates a good agreement between the
numerical results and the experimental measurements [64].
A number of other compounds are thought to be potential quantum spin ice candi-
dates. These include Pr2Zn2O7, Pr2Sn2O7 and Tb2Ti2O7 [24]. The latter compound is the
first compound that has been proposed as a quantum spin ice candidate [65, 66, 67]. In
the recent work of Ref.[68], the exchange parameters for Tb2Ti2O7 were estimated to be
(j±, j±±, jz±) = (−1.1,−1.25,−0.92) in units of Jzz = 1.
Finally, we merely remark that for all of these quantum spin ice candidates, the experi-
mental measured low-temperature is a matter of hot debate [24]. This may be an indication
that some exotic physics is at play in these compounds.
11Er2Ti2O7 behaves like a an unfrustrated magnets althought, interestingly, studies have put forward
multiple evidences that the ordered phase of Er2Ti2O7 is selected by cooperative thermal and quantum
fluctuations [60, 61, 62, 63].
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Chapter 2
Model and Method
2.1 A projective construction for quantum spin ice
The gauge theory that arises for the effective Hamiltonian described in section 1.5 does not
include the effect of charged matter fields (or electric charges) and their coupling with the
compact U(1) spin ice. Recently, a novel gauge theory formulated in terms of slave-rotors
was introduced by Savary et al. [3, 69] in order to establish the regime of stability of the
Coulomb phase from which they obtained a phase diagram (see Fig. 2.1). Here we partially
reproduce and discuss some new aspects of their theory that were discussed before.
We start our discussion from the XXZ model (1.17) in terms of the diamond lattice
coordinates:
HXXZ = Jzz
∑
x
∑
µ<ν
SzxµS
z
xν − J±
∑
x
∑
µ<ν
(
S+xµS
−
xν +H.c.
)
+ const., (2.1)
Moreover, from now on and hereafter, we take Jzz = 1 and denote the other scaled inter-
actions by a lower case J± → j±, etc.
Following Ref. [3], on each diamond lattice site we now introduce the following conju-
gate rotor variables θˆx and Qˆx
1, that satisfy:[
θˆx , Qˆx ′
]
= iδx ,x ′ . (2.2)
1Note here that the charge Qx introduced before is related to this rotor variable via a constraint.
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Figure 2.1: Reproduction of the phase diagram obtained by Savary et al. in the context
of a gauge mean-field theory study of Hamiltonian (1.21) with J±± = 0. They found that
two exotic phases are realized over a finite extent of the phase diagram : a U(1) quantum
spin liquid (QSL) and a “Coulomb ferromagnet” [3]. The latter phase has fully ordered
moments while (remarkably) still supporting deconfined spinons. Along the Jz± = 0 line,
the QSL phase becomes unstable around J c± ≈ 0.192Jzz.
The charge operator Qˆx has an associated raising operator ψ
†
x = e
iθˆx which obeys:[
ψx , Qˆx ′
]
= ψxδxx ′ . (2.3)
Thus, ψx decreases the charge at site x by one and ψ
†
x increases the charge at site x by
one: ψ† |Q〉 = |Q+ 1〉. The transverse component of the spins (S±xµ) are represented using
rotor variables combined with pseudo-spin operators (s+):
S+xµ = ψ
†
xs
+
xµψx+µ, S
−
xµ = ψ
†
x+µs
−
xµψx , x ∈ 〈a〉 . (2.4)
The new variables (s±, ψ) live in the enlarged Hilbert space Hbig =
(⊗
iH1/2
)⊗ (⊗x HQ),
where
⊗
iH1/2 denotes the Hilbert space of the pseudo-spin (s
±, sz), i.e. in the sz basis it
is spanned by {|↑〉 , |↓〉} on every diamond lattice bonds (or equivalently every pyrochlore
lattice site). The
⊗
x HQ corresponds to the Hilbert space of the rotors and is spanned by
{|Q〉} with Q = 0,±1,±2, · · · on every diamond lattice site. The original Hilbert space
is exactly recovered by restricting |Q| to take integer values 0, 1 or 2. This constraint is
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implemented by requiring that:
Qˆx =
3∑
µ=0
Szxµ (2.5)
We now express the spin ice exchange term of Eq. (2.1) using Qˆx :
Qˆ2x =
∑
µ,ν
µ6=ν
SzxµS
z
xν + const. , (2.6)
and take the classical spin ice energy (for which Qx = 0 and J± = 0) to be zero by dropping
the additional constant. The XXZ Hamiltonian in terms of the rotor variables now reads:
HXXZ =
∑
x
Qˆ2x
2
− j±
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ<ν
ψ†x+µψx+νs
+
xνs
−
xµ + ψ
†
xψx+µ−νs
+
xµs
−
x+µ−ν,ν +H.c. (2.7)
Note that constraint |Q| ≤ 2 will not be implemented explicitly in the subsequent calcu-
lations but will emerge dynamically in the range of validity of the theory (i.e where Jzz is
the largest interaction)[70].
2.1.1 Lattice quantum electrodynamics with matter fields
In order to have a more transparent relation to quantum electrodynamics, the Ising com-
ponents are interpreted as electric-field variables (as discussed in section 1.2.1): Szxµ =
szxµ ≡ Exµ2. Moreover, we introduce a gauge field link variable Axµ, conjugate to the
electric-field:
[Axµ, Ex ′ν ] = iδxx ′δµν . (2.8)
Then, s± becomes the raising/lowering operator for Exµ:
s±xµ → e±iAxµ (2.9)
In using such a representation for s±, we see that we have again enlarged our Hilbert space
and Exµ may now take any half-integer value. In order to constrain Exµ = ±1/2 we will
explicitly add a new term to our theory which we discuss below.
2Since Szxµ = s
z
xµ are both the z component of S = 1/2 spin operators, we do not distinguish them.
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The new representation admits a compact3 U(1) gauge structure with:
Axµ → Axµ + αx − αx+µ, ψx → ψxeiαx , (2.10)
such that the physical spin, S±xµ, remains invariant under this gauge transformation. Thus,
substituting the representation Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.9) into the XXZ model defined in Eq.
(2.1), we obtain a compact U(1) gauge theory:
HU(1) =
∑
x
Qˆ2x
2
− j±
4
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ<ν
ψ†x+µψx+νe
i(Axν−Axµ) + ψ†xψx+µ−νe
i(Axµ−Ax+µ−ν,ν) +H.c.
(2.11)
+ U
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ
(E2x ,x+µ −
1
4
) (2.12)
Compared with the Hamiltonian studied in Ref. [3], we have added Eq. (2.12). The term
proportional to U controls the dynamics of the gauge field as it is the case in standard elec-
trodynamics E ∼ ∂A/∂t. This term is introduced in a large-N approximation (similarly
to what is done in the slave-fermion formulation addressed in section 1.4.1) to enforce the
Ex = ±1/2 constraint on average. As discussed earlier, a rigorous treatment of this con-
straint requires more involved calculations that we will not delve into in this presentation.
This analysis is left for further work.
Although U is to be determined by requiring that 〈E2x 〉 = 1/2, we also remark that
the limit U → ∞ is non-trivial as opposed to the conventional lattice QED [22]. This is
to be contrasted with the case where Exµ would take integer values and where U → ∞
would yield to a trivial limit with Exµ = 0 everywhere. For this reason, the gauge-theory
discussed above is said to be a frustrated gauge theory [2, 22].
The operator s± is not a physical spin but should be interpreted as a gauge field
operator. We see that with the representation (2.4), the effect of j± discussed in Fig. 1.8
is reproduced. Indeed, inHU(1), ψ
†
x+µψx+ν hops a charge from diamond site x +ν to x +µ
in the background of an effective gauge-invariant magnetic field which corresponds to the
circulation of the gauge fields around closed loops (see below).
Further insights may be obtained by substituting the rotor representation Eq. (2.4),(2.9)
in the effective model derived by Hermele et al. (see Eq. 1.18):
Heff → −3j
3
±
2
∑
7 cos(A1 − A2 + A3 − A4 + A5 + A6) + U
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ
(E2x ,x+µ −
1
4
), (2.13)
3The compactness is just a consequence of the fact that the gauge charge Qx is quantized [22].
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where the Ai correspond to the gauge fields that live on the links of the hexagonal plaquettes
of the diamond lattice. Eq. (2.13) determines the static part of the gauge fields at the
lowest order in j± (using U = 0, Eq. (2.13) becomes a classical model). Again, because
we use the representation s+ = eiA, we have included a constraint on Ex ,xµ via the E
2
x ,xµ
term. We can further define a circulation around a particular loop C as follow:
BC =
∑
(x ,xν)∈ C
ηxAx ,xν , (2.14)
and we see that for j± > 0, with the assumption4 that U  j3±, Heff assumes the familiar
form:
Heff → −3j
3
±
2
∑
7 cos(B7) + U
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ
E2x ,x+µ + const. (2.15)
j±>0−−−−−→ 3j
3
±
4
∑
7 B
27 + U ∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ
E2x ,x+µ + const. +O(B47) (2.16)
where we recognize the quantum electrodynamics (without matter fields) Hamiltonian.
The speed of light is given by [23]:
c =
√
3j3±
4
U. (2.17)
In going from Eq. (2.15) to Eq. (2.16), we have considered the case 0 < j±  1, where a
magnetic flux B7 ≈ 0 for every hexagonal plaquette is expected. We see that in this limit,
the compactness of the gauge fields is not important. The full effective theory (Eq. (2.13))
however is a compact U(1) gauge theory which implies that quantized magnetic charges
may also be present in the ground state [2]. These charges live at the center of the cell
formed by the four hexagonal plaquettes of the pyrochlore lattice unit cell (see Fig. 2.2).
In subsequent sections we will use this fact to guide our choice in determining different
ansatz for the static part of the gauge fields.
In the limit where U →∞, the theory remains none trivial (as mentioned above). We
will refer to the U = 0 limit as the limit where the gauge-field are static.
4We will see later that this assumption is, on the basis of quantum Monte Carlo results [54], not entirely
justified.
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Magnetic monopole
Electric monopole
Figure 2.2: The magnetic charge (green sphere) or magnetic “monopole” of the compact
U(1) gauge theory lives at the center of the unit cell formed by four hexagonal plaquette.
The electric charges of the theory are represented as red and cyan spheres.
2.2 Gauge mean-field theory
Quantum Monte Carlo simulations have demonstrated the existence of a deconfined phase
where the spinons are free to propagate [23, 53]. To go further in our analytical treatment,
we perform a mean-field treatment for the lattice gauge theory of Eq.(2.11) [71]. This
can be achieved by first fixing the gauge and then dealing with the remaining global U(1)
symmetry which can in turn be spontaneously broken [72]. In the present case, the global
U(1) symmetry corresponds to the conservation of charge on both diamond sublattices, 〈a〉
and 〈b〉, taken separately. Spontaneously breaking this U(1) global symmetry is equivalent
to the condensation of the charged matter fields into a superfluid phase which in turns
leads to a screening of the electric flux and a generation of a mass for the gauge fields:
this is the Higgs mechanism [73]. Thus, the region of stability of the U(1) liquid phase
is bounded by the points at which the spinon condenses. As we briefly explain it below,
confined phases (where fractionalized excitations are absent of the spectrum) and Higgs
phases may or may not be smoothly connected.
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2.2.1 Phases in gauge theories with matter fields
In a U(1) lattice gauge theory with matter fields we may distinguish three general type of
phases that may arise [4]:
1. Higgs phases: Higgs mechanism leads to a mass for the photons and short-ranged
interaction amongst static matter fields. In the spin language, this corresponds to a
long-range ordered phase with no exotic excitations.
2. Coulomb phase: Photons are massless and give rise to a Coulomb-like interaction
amongst the matter fields. There are massive free charges in the spectrum.
3. Confined phases: The photons are massive and there are no free charges in the
spectrum. In the spin language, this corresponds to a long-range ordered phase with
no exotic excitations.
In some cases (as for the one discussed in this thesis), the confined phase and the Higgs
phases may be distinguished on symmetry grounds (see Table 2.1 and we refer the reader
to Ref. [73] for a more thorough discussion about how these phases may or may not be
related).
2.2.2 Pure compact U(1) gauge theory
The compact nature of the gauge-fields automatically implies that it’s flux is quantized
[74]. According to Gauss’s theorem, this flux is equal to the charges that act a sources.
Thus, the charges are automatically quantized in a compact gauge theory [74]. In the case
of the abelian U(1) gauge theory in d = 2 spatial dimensions, it can be shown that the
theory is always confined due to instanton effects. Instanton corresponds to the tunelling
between different configurations that locally minimize the action of the system. In d = 2,
there is a finite density of instantons (at all coupling strength) interacting at long distances
which leads to a confinement of the charges. It turns out that this results also holds true
for non-abelian gauge theories d = 2. In d = 3, it turns out that depending on the coupling
strength, the vacuum state of the system may or may not be filled with a condensate of
magnetic monopoles (which were instantons in d = 2). Thus depending on the coupling
strength, the system may or may not be confined [74].
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2.2.3 Sectors of quantum spin ice
We now seperate the gauge field Axµ into a static part, A¯xµ, and a fluctuating part, A˜xµ:
Axµ = A¯xµ + A˜xµ. (2.18)
The choice for A¯xµ will be guided by a perturbative treatment of the original Hamiltonian.
The perturbative result for XXZ quantum spin ice is to lowest order given by Eq. (1.18).
In the following chapter we will address the effect of the terms generated to fourth and
fifth order in degenerate perturbation theory. All in all, with Eq. (2.18), the Hamiltonian
(2.11) splits into three terms:
HU(1) =Hs(Qˆx , ψx ) +Hg(Exµ, A˜xµ) +Hint(Exµ, A˜xµ, ψx ) (2.19)
where Hs and Hg correspond respectively to the spinon and the gauge field sectors and
where Hint contains the terms that couple the two sectors. In the next chapter we will
focus on describing the physics of the spinon sector (Hs) for both j± > 0 and j± < 0. The
physics of Hg has been addressed on phenomenological grounds in works by Benton et al.
[23]. The role of the interaction between the gauge-field and the spinons [23] is left for
future work.
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2.2.4 Order parameters and phases
The different possible phases that may arise are identified by different order parameters.
The U(1) QSL liquid phases are distinguished by their flux patterns {Bc} (which we will
more thoroughly discuss in the following Chapter). Table 2.1 describes the different phases
that may be supported by the full anisotropic theory (with J±± and Jz±). In table 2.1
the U(1) liquids may be referred to as Coulomb phases where there exist massless gauge
bosons (corresponding to the collective fluctuation of the gauge fields or photons) and
massive electric charges (i.e. the spinons) [73]. In the Coulomb phases, the charges are
uncondensed 〈ψ〉 = 0 and the global U(1) symmetry remains unbroken [4]. Confined phases
correspond to the case where the spinons cannot propagate, i.e. where 〈s+〉 = 0. In this
case, the gauge fluctuations are strong and long range order is developed along the local
z-component of the spins 〈sz〉 6= 0 [4]. Finally, we note that a Z2 liquid in which the U(1)
gauge structure is broken down to a Z2 structure is also possible [4] within the g-MFT
description.
|Bc|
〈
ψ†xψx±µ
〉 〈s±〉 〈ψ†〉 〈sz〉 〈ψ†xψ†x〉
U(1) liquid
zero-flux 0
0 6= 0 0 0 0pi-flux pi
“monopole”-flux pi/2
“spin ice”-flux pi/2
CFM 6= 0 6= 0 0 6= 0 0
Z2 liquid 0 6= 0 0 0 6= 0
Higgs phases 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0
Confined phases 0 0 0 6= 0 0
Table 2.1: Summary of the different possible phases within the gauge mean-field theory.
The U(1) liquids are distinguished by their flux |Bc| which are explicitly given in Chapter 3.
CFM refers to a Coulomb ferromagnet and Higgs phases (corresponds to classical orders)
such as the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic are grouped in the same category.
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2.3 Summary
In this Chapter we have established and discussed the framework of gauge mean-field
theory introduced by Savary et al. [3] to map the original XXZ quantum spin ice model
to a compact U(1) lattice gauge theory. In the first part of the next chapter, we will
study the matter sector of the theory for j± > 0 and j± < 0. The dispersion of the
spinons will be discussed and the possibility for new exotic spin liquids will be studied via
different approximation scheme. In particular we will introduce a novel representation of
the quantum XY rotors in terms of “exclusive” bosons and perfom exact diagonalization
on small clusters. A stability diagram for the U(1) liquids found for the XXZ quantum
spin ice is obtained and discussed.
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Chapter 3
XXZ quantum spin ice
In the gauge mean-field approximation, the spinon sector (first term of Eq. (2.19)) assumes
the form:
Hs(Qˆx , ψx ) =
∑
x
Qˆ2x
2
− j±
4
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ<ν
ψ†x+µψx+νe
i(A¯xν−A¯xµ) + ψ†xψx+µ−νe
i(A¯xµ−A¯x+µ−ν,ν) +H.c,
(3.1)
where A¯xν is a classical number and corresponds to the static part of the gauge-field. We
will now analyze the case where j± > 0 and j± < 0 separately. The latter case corresponds
to the fully frustrated XXZ quantum spin ice where the transverse components S+S−
are frustrated. The analysis for j± < 0 will require additional care in choosing the A¯xν
configurations. Our main goal in the follow sections will be to solve Eq. (3.1) (i.e. obtain
the spectrum and compute expectations values in the ground-state for different j±) using
different approximation schemes in order to derive the ground-state of the theory.
3.1 Unfrustrated XXZ quantum spin ice (j± > 0)
Guided by the perturbative results of (2.13), we assume that the background gauge field
A¯ leads to zero magnetic fluxes through all hexagonal plaquettes when j± > 0 [2, 3]. We
are free to choose a gauge such that A¯xµ = 0 for all bonds 〈xµ〉. To demonstrate that this
is possible, we consider a pyrochlore lattice of 4V sites. There are 4V A¯xµ fields. As for
any vector fields, A¯xµ can be separated into a longitudinal part and a transverse part. The
transverse contributions are magnetic fluxes through 2V hexagonal plaquettes related to
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A¯xµ by the lattice version of Stokes’ theorem. These fluxes are chosen to be zero since the
static part of the gauge fields is described by (recall the previous result):
Heff = −3j
3
±
2
∑
7 cos(B7) (3.2)
The remaining 2V longitudinal components can be fixed to be zero by tuning 2V αx (see
Eq. (2.10)). We will hereafter refer to this gauge-choice as the zero flux state.
In the special case of XXZ quantum spin ice (jz± = j±± = 0), we see that the 〈a〉 and
〈b〉 sublattices are decoupled which means that the charge is separately conserved on both
sublattices: U(1)all = U(1)〈a〉⊗U(1)〈b〉. It follows that we need only to solve the theory on
one of the two sublattices, such that we are left with (choosing the 〈a〉 sublattice):
H 0s =
∑
x∈〈b〉
Qˆ2x
2
− j±
4
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ<ν
ψ†x+µψx+ν +H.c. , (3.3)
where ψx+µ, ψx+ν , with x ∈ 〈a〉 live on the 〈b〉 sublattice.
In previous works, the rotor model (3.3) was solved by relaxing the local constraint
ψ†xψx = 1 to a global constraint
∑
x
(
ψ†xψx − 1
)
= 0. This can be regarded as a large-N
approximation (see section 1.4.1) for an O(N) rotor. The XY rotor used here has N = 1.
3.1.1 “Exclusive” boson representation
Here we adopt an alternative approximation scheme by introducing a novel bosonic rep-
resentation of a quantum XY rotor similar to the well-known Holstein-Primakoff boson
representation of spins [75]:
ψ =
1√
1 + d†d+ b†b
(
d+ b†
)
, (3.4)
Qˆ = d†d− b†b. (3.5)
The d and b bosons carry positive and negative charge, respectively. To enforce the ψ†ψ = 1
constraint, we demand that the two species of bosons cannot appear simultaneously on the
same site hence the name “exclusive” boson. Defining nb = b
†b and nd = d†d, the constraint
translates into:
nbnd = 0, (3.6)
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which means that the constrained Hilbert space (Hb,d) of the exclusive bosons is spanned
by {|nd, 0〉}⊗{|0, nb〉}, nd, nb ∈ N, with the additional specification that we do not double
count the |0, 0〉 state. Recall that the dimension of the rotor Hilbert space is 2Qmax+1 where
Qmax is the maximum charge allowed on each site. The exclusive boson representation
shares the same Hilbert space (using nmaxb = n
max
d = Q
max) such that the dimension of the
exclusive boson Hilbert space is dim(Hb,d) = nmaxb + n
max
d + 1 = 2Q
max + 1. Finally, the
representation Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) reproduces the desired commutation relations and
properties of the rotors (see Eq. (2.3)):
ψψ† =
1√
1 + d†d+ b†b
(
dd† + b†b+ db+ b†d†
) 1√
1 + d†d+ b†b
(3.7)
=
1√
1 + d†d+ b†b
(
dd† + b†b
) 1√
1 + d†d+ b†b
= 1, (3.8)
where in the last line we used the canonical commutation relation for bosons: [b, b†] =
[d, d†] = 1. Similarly, one can show that [ψ, Qˆ] = ψ. Thus, the exclusive bosons are a
faithful representation of the N = 1 rotor.
3.1.2 Dilute boson limit
We rewrite the spinon Hamiltonian (3.3) using pairs of exclusive bosons defined separately
on every site x . We note that the exclusiveness applies only on-site:
nb,xnd,x ′ = nb,xnd,x ′(1− δx ,x ′). (3.9)
We normal-order Qˆ2x with respect to the classical vacuum, or classical spin ice states (i.e
without spinons):
Qˆ2x = d
†
xdx + b
†
x bx + d
†
xd
†
xdxdx + b
†
x b
†
x bx bx . (3.10)
Assuming the boson densities are low for small j± in the quantum spin ice or U(1) spin
liquid, we neglect the interaction between the bosons as well as their exclusiveness. The
validity of these approximation was verified using exact diagonalization using a 2-site rotor
model. It reproduces the correct low-energy spectrum, i.e. it has the spectrum degeneracies
and retains the correct evolution of the spectrum with respect to j± as long as j± is small.
Further arguments which validates this mapping are made in subsequent sections. To
keep the level of notation minimal, we use hereafter ψx to imply its lowest order bosonic
approximation:
ψx ≈ dx + b†x , (3.11)
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where we have neglected the square root in Eq. (3.4) since it contains density terms. The
original spinon Hamiltonian (3.3) then becomes:
H 0s ≈
1
2
∑
x∈〈b〉
b†x bx + d
†
xdx −
j±
4
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ<ν
(d†x+µ + bx+µ)(dx+ν + b
†
x+ν) +H.c. (3.12)
We write the bosons in terms of their Bloch modes:
bx =
1√
V
∑
k
eik ·x bk , dx =
1√
V
∑
k
eik ·xdk . (3.13)
Thus:
H 0s =
1
2
∑
k
b†kbk + d
†
kdk −
j±
4
∑
k
ρk (d
†
k + b−k )(dk + b
†
−k ). (3.14)
The dispersion for the quasiparticles is obtained by a Bogolyubov transformation (see
Appendix C):
H 0s =
∑
k
[(
ωk − 1
2
)
+ ωk
(
d˜†k d˜k + b˜
†
−k b˜−k
)]
, (3.15)
where the form of d˜k and b˜k are given in Appendix C and where:
ωk =
1
2
√
1− 2j±ρk , ρk =
∑
µ<ν
cos (k · (eµ − eν)) . (3.16)
This single-spinon dispersion relation is plotted in Figure 3.1. The minimum of this disper-
sion relation is located at the k = (0, 0, 0) point (Γ point). The j± critical value at which
the dispersion becomes gapless, thus leading to a condensation of the spinon, is simply
given by jc± = 1/12 ≈ 0.083. We see that this critical point is smaller than the value found
by Savary et al. (see Fig. 2.1) of jc± = 0.192. In fact our approximation scheme provides
a great improvement on the estimation of the critical point since quantum Monte Carlo
studies of Ref. [53] found a critical value of jQMC± ≈ 0.05.
Consistency checks We remark that in the classical limit (j± → 0), ωk → 0.5 agreeing
with the expectations that a single spinon cost Jzz/2 in energy. The zero-point energy
density of our exclusive boson Hamiltonian is given by:
E0 =
2
V
∑
k
(
ωk − 1
2
)
, (3.17)
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where the factor of 2 takes into account the fact that we have 2 copies of the same Hamil-
tonian (on the 〈a〉 and 〈b〉 diamond sublattices). For small j±, the zero-point energy is:
E0 = −3
2
j2± − 3j3± +O(j4±), (3.18)
such that for j± = 0, we recover E0 = 0 as expected for classical spin ice. Overall, we
see that the exclusive boson representation is reliable. However, in this section we have
only studied a regime where |j±| quite small. In fact, in the following section, we provide
evidence that the dilute boson approximation is likely to break down for |j±| & 0.2 by
computing self-consistently the boson density as a function for j±.
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Figure 3.1: Single spinon dispersion (Eq. (3.16)) relation for the zero-flux state along the
high symmetry directions of the FCC lattice for j± = 0.08. See Appendix F.1 to visualize
the high symmetry points.
3.2 Frustrated XXZ quantum spin ice (j± < 0)
In the case where j± < 0, the planar components of the spins of the original XXZ QSI
Hamiltonian are frustrated. Recall that at the beginning of this Chapter we observed that
the static part of the gauge-fields may be deduced from perturbative results. This is true
since taking U
∑
x E
2
x ,xµ = 0 is precisely the limit were the gauge-fields are static. To
lowest order in perturbation theory with j± < 0, one finds that the preferred static gauge-
field configuration is one for which the flux across each hexagonal plaquette is B7 = pi
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[4]. We will hereafter refer to this state as the pi-flux state. However, one may inquire
wether this is a correct choice for higher order terms obtained via perturbation theory.
We expect that for j± < 0, a competition between different terms in the perturbative
expansion will arise as a consequence of the inherent frustration of the planar component.
More explicitly, the higher order terms obtained in the perturbative for XXZ quantum
spin ice will have terms of the form c˜ cos(B7 + B7′), with c˜ > 0 that will not favour a pi
flux state through all hexagonal plaquettes. In the following subsection we carry out the
analysis of the fourth and fifth order perturbation terms and show that new flux states are
favored by these terms. After determining the form of all possible translationally-invariant
spin liquid states we repeat an analysis similar to that in section 3.1.
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3.2.1 Perturbative results
Here we discuss briefly certain features of the degenerate perturbation scheme using the
so-called effective Hamiltonian method [76] (we give a more thorough presentation in Ap-
pendix B). This method relies on the fact that there is no crossing in between states
belonging to the excited state manifolds and states of the spin ice manifold. Then, all non-
trivial terms generated via perturbation theory, with the j± term taken as a perturbation,
will be multi-spin exchange terms forming closed loops with alternating S+, S− around
the loops. Given a multi-spin exchange term around a closed loop C, the resulting term
after the mapping to rotor variables will simply be of the form cos (BC) (again, BC is the
flux through a particular plaquette defined by C). In determining the form of the per-
turbative expansion we are only interested in the explicit form for BC
1. In order to write
down the effective Hamiltonian in terms of the fluxes we first define a positive direction for
the fluxes. We thus arbitrarily choose the flux coming out the pyrochlore lattice unit cell
as being positive. These are the [−1, 1, 1], [1,−1, 1], [−1,−1,−1], [1, 1,−1] directions. The
right-hand rule is then used to express the flux in terms of the gauge-fields. Then, using
the definition for the flux given by Eq. (2.14) we write an effective Hamiltonian that we
give here for further references:
Heff =c1j3±
∑
p
cosBp + c2j
4
±
∑
p
cosBp + c3j
4
±
∑
〈p,p′〉
cos (Bp +Bp′) + (3.19)
c4j
5
±
∑
p
cosBp + c5j
5
±
∑
〈p,p′〉
cos (Bp +Bp′) + c6j
5
±
∑
〈p,p′′〉
cos(Bp −Bp′′)+ (3.20)
c7j
5
±
∑
〈p,p′′′〉
cos (Bp +Bp′′′) . (3.21)
Let us clarify the notation. The center of the hexagonal plaquettes, denoted by p, form a
pyrochlore lattice. A site p on this pyrochlore lattice has a first (p′), second (p′′) and third2
nearest-neighbour (p′′′). We should emphasize here that the term of order j3± can only
selects Bp = 0 or Bp = pi for every plaquette. Higher order terms, however, are likely to
induce more complicated flux states. The selected flux state for Heff may be found using a
classical Monte Carlo simulation (since Heff is analogous to a classical XY model). Instead
of pursuing an exhaustive search here, we instead consider some symmetric flux states.
1Exactly determining the form of the constants is a tedious but straightforward exercise. See [70] for
an example of how this done.
2There are 2 types of third n.n. on the pyrochlore lattice. Here we refer to p′′′ as the third n.n. across
an hexagonal plaquette.
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We remark that the Bp are not independent but must satisfy:∑
p∈u.c.
Bp = 2npi ∀ u.c. (n ∈ Z) (3.22)
where the sum is carried over the four hexagonal plaquettes of a unit cell. This follows
simply from the fact the gauge-fields on the unit cell formed by the four hexagonal loops
(see Fig. 2.2) are each shared by two plaquettes. When calculating the flux with the right-
hand rule, the gauge-field cancel by pairs up to a factor of 2pin. This condition holds for all
unit cell and reflects the quantization of the magnetic charge. From the latter constraint
we find four simple symmetry ansatz that are translationally invariant at the level of a
u.c.:
Bp = 0,±pi
2
, pi ∀p. (3.23)
Denoting the four plaquettes of the unit cell by B1, B2, B3, B4, then the four flux ansatz
are:
• the zero-flux : (B1, B2, B3, B4) = (0, 0, 0, 0);
• the pi-flux : (B1, B2, B3, B4) = (pi, pi, pi, pi);
• the “spin ice” flux : (B1, B2, B3, B4) = (pi/2, pi/2,−pi/2,−pi/2);
• the “monopole” flux : (B1, B2, B3, B4) = (pi/2, pi/2, pi/2, pi/2).
The latter two ansatz break time-reversal symmetry and thus correspond to chiral spin-
liquid states [77]. Indeed, under time-reversal (TR) symmetry Bi → −Bi and we see that
the zero flux and pi-flux state are even under TR while the spin ice and monopole flux
states are odd. The “spin ice” flux corresponds to having two pi/2 fluxes going “in” the
u.c. and two pi/2 fluxes going ”out” the u.c. which shares a similar rule as the 2-in/2-
out rule of spin ice discuss in Chapter 1 (here however, we only consider a translational
invariant state). This spin ice flux corresponds to a uniform magnetic field along one of
the [100] directions. The “monopole” flux corresponds to a state supporting an effective
charge-1 monopole according to (3.23).
They are many static gauge-field configuration that satisfy a given Bp ansatz. In Table
3.1 we give a specific gauge-field configuration for each of the four ansatz.
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U(1) liquid q0 q1 q2 q3
0-flux 0 0 0 0
pi-flux 0 2pixˆ 2pixˆ 0
Monopole flux 0 −pi(xˆ+ zˆ) pi(xˆ+ zˆ) 0
Spin ice flux 0 piyˆ −piyˆ 0
Table 3.1: Gauge-field ansatz for all the possible translational invariant (at the level of the
pyrochlore lattice cubic unit-cell) spin-liquid states: eiA¯x ,xµ = eiqµ·x with x ∈ 〈a〉 ,x + µ ∈
〈b〉. For eiA¯x ,xµ with x ∈ 〈b〉 ,x − µ ∈ 〈a〉, we have eiA¯x ,xµ = eiqµ·(x−µ).
3.2.2 pi-flux state
The spinon Hamiltonian (3.1) in terms of translationally invariant (at the level of a u.c.)
gauge-field configurations eiA¯x ,xµ = eiqµ·x assumes the form:
H qs ≈
1
2
∑
x∈〈b〉
b†x bx + d
†
xdx −
j±
4
∑
x∈〈a〉
∑
µ<ν
ψ†x+µψx+νe
i(qν−qµ)·x +H.c. (3.24)
In the case of the pi-flux, the unit cell is doubled and thus the dispersion relation for this
state will display two branches. After a Fourier transform, the second term of H qs for the
pi-flux reads:
hj± = −
j±
4
∑
k
~ψ†k ·Mk · ~ψk , (3.25)
with ~ψ†k =
(
ψ†k , ψ
†
k+Q
)
and Q = 2pixˆ. Note that the sum is carried over the first reduced
Brillouin zone since the unit cell in real space is doubled. The kernel Mk is given in
Appendix E for future references. We then diagonalize Mk = UkΛkU
†
k and define U
†
k ·ψk =
(ψk ,1, ψk ,2)
T. Finally, substituting ψk ,i = b
†
−k ,i + dk ,i, we obtain:
H qs =
1
2
∑
k
2∑
i=1
[
d†k ,idk ,i + b
†
−k ,ib−k ,i −
j±
2
Λk ,i
(
d†k ,idk ,i + d
†
k ,ib
†
−k ,i + b−k ,idk ,i + bk ,ib
†
k ,i
)]
.
(3.26)
Λk ,i are the eigenvalues of Mk . Identically to the case of the zero-flux, the quasi-particle
spectrum of this quadratic Hamiltonian is obtained via a Bogolyubov transformation. The
dispersion relation branches are given by:
ωk ,i =
1
2
√
1− j±Λk ,i, i = 1, 2. (3.27)
The dispersion relation along the high symmetry directions is presented in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Single spinon dispersion relation for the pi-flux state along the high symmetry
directions of the FCC lattice for j± = −0.2.
3.2.3 Spin ice and monopole flux states
The unit cell for the monopole and the spin ice flux state is quadrupled compared to unit
cell of the zero-flux state and thus display four different branches. The dispersion relation
is obtained via the same analytical procedure that we followed for the case of the pi-flux
state. We find:
ωk ,i =
1
2
√
1− j±Λk ,i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (3.28)
The kernel of these flux states from which we deduce Λk ,i are given in Appendix E for
future reference. The dispersions relation for these two states are presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Single spinon dispersion relation for the monopole (top) and spin ice flux
(bottom) states along the high symmetry directions of the FCC lattice for j± = −0.2
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3.2.4 Stability diagram for XXZ quantum spin-ice
The stability diagram for the U(1) liquid obtained via the exclusive boson method is
presented in Fig. 3.4. The boundaries indicated in the diagram correspond to the point
where the spinon condenses.
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Figure 3.4: Stability diagram for the U(1) liquids. The dotted line indicate the points
at which the spinon condense while the green line indicates a first order like transition
between the zero and the pi-flux state. A question mark for j± < −0.25 indicates that we
have not pursued a rigorous analysis of the phase stabilized at j± < −0.25. In fact, as we
will see below, we expect that the dilute boson approximation breaks down in that regime.
Note that j± = −1 corresponds to the Heisenberg point.
3.2.5 Discussion
The dispersion relations for the pi, the monopole and the spin ice flux present some very
flat features. This effectively lowers the dimensionality of the system and is expected to
stabilize the U(1) liquid to larger values of |j±| than for the zero flux (where recall that
we found a critical point of jc± ≈ 0.083). In principle, the perfect flatness exhibited by the
bands along some high-symmetry lines is not protected by any fundamental symmetry (i.e.
it is “emergent”)[4] and we expect that the addition of gauge-fluctuations or correlation
effects will lift this degeneracy while preserving a certain degree of flatness. One may
define the degree of flatness via the flatness ratio which is the band gap δb divided by
the bandwidth t of a particular band [78]. The band gap is energy difference between the
different branches of the dispersion relation. Unfortunately, in our analysis we find that
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the band gap is vanishing for all flux states. This is clear for the pi-flux and the monopole
flux state in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.2. The band crossing for the spin ice flux state occurs a
point that is not along the high symmetry lines and thus is not seen in Fig. 3.3. It would
be desirable to pursue a symmetry analysis of theses bands to try to identify possible
ways to create a band gap (i.e. determine what type of perturbation, if any, can lift the
degeneracies). Also, because the monopole and spin ice flux states break time-reversal
symmetry, we expect that they might carry a non-trivial Chern number [39, 77]. The
combination of the latter two features, i.e. a non-trivial Chern number and a large flatness
ratio has been recently proposed as a promising way to realize the fractional quantum Hall
effect without Landau levels [78].
3.2.6 Perspective from exact diagonalization
The dilute limit approximation for the exclusive boson representation is expected to fail for
sufficiently large |j±|. In Fig. 3.5, we have plotted the boson density n ≡
〈
b†b+ d†d
〉
for
the selected flux state (zero-flux for j± > 0 and pi-flux for j± < 0) as a function of j±, using
a self-consistent procedure that we detail in appendix 3.5. The boson density appears well
controlled at the critical value j± = 1/12 for the zero flux, with a density of n ≈ 0.03,
much smaller than the density in the high-temperature paramagnetic phase of spin-ice
npara ≈ (6 × 0 + 8 × 1 + 2 × 2) = 0.75. Thus we expect the dilute boson approximation
to hold reasonably in that limit. Near the j± = −0.25 point however, the density is about
n ≈ 0.15 which indicates that the boson correlations may play a non-trivial role.
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nj±
Figure 3.5: Boson density n ≡ 〈b†b+ d†d〉 calculated within a self-consistent
procedure in the exclusive boson formalism (see Appendix C for more details).
In order to investigate this possibility in a straightforward and simple manner, we have
performed exact diagonalization of the rotor model Eq.(3.1) for two types of cluster. The
choice of clusters for ED is based on the following requirements :
1. Preserve as many symmetries of the diamond lattice as possible (see Appendix 1.2);
2. Include as many loops as possible;
Based on these criteria, we studied two clusters with open boundary conditions (see Fig.
3.7 to visualize the clusters on the pyrochlore lattice). In the ED we truncate the Hilbert
space at |Qx | ≤ 2 which corresponds to the physical constraint of having at most 2 spinons
per site. The cluster size are rather limited. The largest cluster one can treat fairly simply
is a 10 site cluster3. Of course, since we are studying only two clusters, we do not attempt
any finite size scaling [46] and focus only on the qualitative features.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.6. We see that the 4 sites cluster reproduces qualita-
tively the phase diagram obtained via the exclusive boson method. This was to be expected
since a 4 site cluster only contains small hexagon loops is thus expected to incorporate only
the physics of the zero or pi flux states. This is in contrast with the 10 site cluster where
in fact we found evidence that the spin-ice flux is selected at sufficiently negative j±. The
“condensation” of that state is observed after the point where the pi-flux and spin ice flux
cross in energy (see Fig. 3.9).
3Combining the U(1) symmetry, a sparse matrix representation and some extreme eigenvalues algo-
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Figure 3.6: Stability diagram obtained via exact diagonalization. (top) TheN = 4
cluster calculations. (bottom) The N = 10 cluster calculations. The dashed lines
represent condensation and the green lines represent first-order phase transitions
w/o condensation. The critical points along the j± axis are j± = −0.9 for the
spin ice flux condensation point, j± = −0.73 for the pi-flux to spin-ice flux tran-
sition, j± = 0 for the pi-flux to zero-flux transition and j± = 0.6 for the zero-flux
condensation.
Estimation of the critical points in exact diagonalization In ED, it is possible
to estimate the quantum critical point at which the spinon condenses. Since we are only
studying a finite size system the gap never closes but instead is expected to reach a min-
imum value in the vicinity of the critical point (see Fig. 3.8). The ED estimation (with
the N = 10 cluster and charge-1 truncation) of the critical points along the j± axis are
j± ≈ −0.9 for the spin-ice flux condensation point, j± ≈ −0.73 for the pi-flux to spin-ice
flux transition, j± = 0 for the pi-flux to zero-flux transition and j± ≈ 0.6 for the zero-flux
condensation.
rithms.
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Figure 3.7: The 4 and 10 sites clusters studied (more precisely the dual version
of these clusters). The coloring represents that 4 sublattices of the pyrochlore
lattice. The 4 sites and 10 sites clusters are used to study the j± axis with
|Qx | ≤ 2 truncation.
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Figure 3.8: Gap (∆) for the different flux states obtained from ED for the N =
10 cluster. The minima of the gap function are taken as an estimation of the
condensation points for the thermodynamic (infinite) system.
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Figure 3.9: Ground-state energy for the different flux states obtained from ED
for the N = 10 cluster. The doted red line indicates the crossing point between
the spin ice flux state and the pi flux state.
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3.3 Summary
In summary, in this Chapter we have studied the matter sector of the U(1) gauge theory
that describes XXZ quantum spin ice. We have carried out a perturbative analysis of
the XXZ quantum spin ice Hamiltonian and obtained a way to constrain the search for
flux ansatz . Introducing a novel “exclusive” boson representation we have investigated
the quantum rotor model that represents the matter sector of the gauge theory. The
possibility of two novel chiral spin liquid that may (under suitable conditions) be promising
states for supporting fractional quantum Hall physics, was envisioned. Finally, using exact
diagonalization calculations, we have provided evidence that in fact one of chiral spin liquid
state (the spin ice flux state) may be selected at sufficiently large |j±|, with j± < 0, when
boson correlations become important.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have explored and described the low-energy physics of XXZ quantum
spin ice. We began our analysis from a slave-rotor formulation of the XXZ quantum spin
ice. This formalism was introduced by Savary et al.[3] in order to describe the predicted
U(1) quantum spin liquid phase of quantum spin ice. Using insights provided by degenerate
perturbation theory, we have explored the possibility of realizing new spin liquids that break
time-reversal symmetry. Such states are expected to have intriguing properties and may
even support fractional quantum Hall states. Althought we haven’t fully addressed such
possibilities, we believe that this is an important motivation for future work. In performing
this analysis, we believe we have established the basic formalism to characterize the matter
sector of quantum spin-ice by introducing a novel ”exclusive“ boson representation of a
XY quantum rotor. This novel representation for XY rotors is general and may be applied
to other problems in which the interacting degrees of freedom are represented by rotors.
While in this work we have considered only the non-interacting limit (or dilute limit) of
quantum spin ice, extension of our approach using the standard tools of many-body theory
to treat correlation effects could be employed to carry out further investigations. Exact
diagonalization calculations has provided evidence for the existence of a chiral spin liquid
in the strong correlation regime (when |j±| ∼ 1), in the vicinity of the Heisenberg point. It
is likely that the only reliable (yet still biased) method to explore that limit is variational
Monte Carlo using trial wave-functions based on insights provided in analysis such as the
one carried out in this thesis.
Quantum spin-ice is a very rich and challenging problem because few unbiased methods
can be used to study three dimensional quantum frustrated magnets. Because of that,
multiple theoretical work using different methods are required to understand the exotic
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physics at play in these systems. We should also emphasize that quantum spin ice physics
is a subject of rapidly mounting interest in the condensed matter community since to be
realized in a number of rare-earth pyrochlore oxide compounds: it thus provides us with an
almost unique possibility to study quantum spin liquid physics from both an experimental
and theoretical point of view. The current work was focussed on studying the ground-
state properties of quantum spin ice and its spinon excitations. Extension of the work to
finite temperature is required in order to bridge the gap between theory and experiment
[69, 70]. Also, the effect of the interaction between the gauge-fields and the spinons for
XXZ remains an open problem. Finally, we should mention that while we have focussed
our attention towards the XXZ quantum spin-ice limit, other anisotropic interactions are
expected to play an important role in the physics of an experimentally realized quantum
spin ice system.
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Appendix A
Pyrochlore Lattice
The pyrochlore lattice is a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice with four sublattices. It is
described by the Fd3¯m space group [56] and the cubic Oh point group. Some symmetry
of pyrochlore lattice symmetries that are easy to visualize are the C3 symmetry about
the [111] cubic diagonals and the C2, C
′
2 symmetries about the [110] and [100] directions.
Finally, we note that the pyrochlore lattice has and inversion point i. The reader is referred
to Ref. [79] for the full character table of the Oh point group. The unimodular matrix that
appears in the general Hamiltonian for nearest-neighbor quantum spin ice is given by:
γµν =

1 if eµ − eν ∈ yz plane
ei2pi/3 if eµ − eν ∈ yz plane
e−i2pi/3 if eµ − eν ∈ xy plane
(A.1)
e0 (xˆ+ yˆ + zˆ)/4
e1 (xˆ− yˆ − zˆ)/4
e2 (−xˆ+ yˆ − zˆ)/4
e3 (−xˆ− yˆ + zˆ)/4
Table A.1: Pyrochlore lattice sublattice vectors represented in Fig. A.1.
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xˆi zˆi
site i = 0 (−2, 1, 1)/√6 (1, 1, 1)/√3
site i = 1 (−2,−1,−1)/√6 (1,−1,−1)/√3
site i = 2 (2, 1,−1)/√6 (−1, 1,−1)/√3
site i = 3 (2,−1, 1)/√6 (−1,−1, 1)/√3
Table A.2: Local reference for each sublattice of the pyrochlore lattice as represented in
Fig. A.1 with yˆi = zˆi × xˆi
xˆ1
xˆ2
xˆ3 xˆ0
yˆ0
yˆ1
yˆ2
yˆ3
zˆ0
zˆ1
zˆ2
zˆ3
(a)
+e1/2
+e2/2
+e3/2 +e0/2
x
x 0
x 0 = x + e0
 e0/2
 e1/2  e2/2
 e3/2
(b)
Figure A.1: (a) Two inversion-related tetrahedra. On the lower tetrahedron the local ref-
erence frame of each sublattice (distinguished by the different sphere colors) is represented
by the purple arrows. These local reference frames are given in Table A.2. (b) The dia-
mond lattice is dual to the pyrochlore lattice. Here two sites (the red and cyan spheres)
are represented. The diamond lattice is bipartite and we denote the lattice to which the
red (cyan) sphere belongs as the A (B) sublattice. The pyrochlore lattice sites position are
obtained from x + eµ/2 (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) with x on the diamond lattice. The eµ values are
given in Table A.1.
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Appendix B
Effective Hamiltonian Method
B.1 Foreword
Here we briefly review the effective Hamiltonian method [80, 76] obtained via standard
Rayleigh-Schr´’odinger perturbation theory. However, before we embark in this calculation,
we would like emphasize two points that may be relevant for future work. First, the
particular degenerate perturbation theory (DPT) scheme used should not influence the
physics contained in the effective Hamiltonian obtained. Different (DPT) schemes generally
lead to seemingly different effective Hamiltonians. However these effective Hamitonians, for
a given order in perturbation theory, should be related by unitary transformation [81] and
thus describe the same physics. Another relevant point to highlight is that the operators
in the effective Hamiltonian method are not the same as those in the original theory. Thus
the average 〈Sxi 〉full of the full theory (with respect to the full Hamiltonian) does not
simply translate into 〈Sxi 〉eff (the average is taken w.r.t. to the effective Hamiltonian) in
the effective theory. We refer the reader to Ref. [81] for further clarifications.
B.2 Degenerate perturbation theory
We consider an Hamiltonian of the form H = H0 +H1, where H0 is easily solvable but H
is not. We want to describe the effect of H1 on the spectrum of H0 for H1  H0. Assume
(as it is the case for the spin-ice Hamiltonian) that the spectrum of H0 splits into distinct
groups of closely-spaced levels such that energy separation between each state of the same
group is much smaller than the energy difference between states of different groups.
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We define:
{|ψn0 〉} n = 1, · · · , p, (B.1)
as the p states that form the ground-state manifold of H. The ground-state manifold of
H0 is denoted: {|ϕn0 〉} with n = 1, · · · , p. Thus,
H0 |ϕn0 〉 = E0 |ϕn0 〉 , (B.2)
H |ψn0 〉 = E¯0,n |ψn0 〉 . (B.3)
We will refer to {|ϕn0 〉} as the model space M. The projector onto that model space is:
P ≡
p∑
n=1
|ϕn0 〉〈ϕn0 | , (B.4)
such that P |ψn0 〉 ≡ |Un0 〉 ∈ M (n = 1, · · · , p). In general, for H1  H0, {|Un0 〉} will form
a non-orthogonal basis of M. There is always a linear transformation that exist between
the basis of a vector space. We denote this transformation as T :
T |Un0 〉 = |ϕn0 〉 n = 1, · · · , p (B.5)
Finally, we define:
L ≡
p∑
n=1
|ψn0 〉〈ϕn0 | (B.6)
and the so-called wave operator Ω = LT [80] and we see that:
Ω |Un0 〉 = |ψn0 〉 (B.7)
More importantly, we have:
PHΩP |Un0 〉 = E¯n0 |Un0 〉 . (B.8)
From the latter property we define the effective Hamiltonian as:
Heff = PHΩP, (B.9)
Here of course Ω depends on H1. Thus because exact eigenvalues of H,
{
E¯0,n
}
, are deter-
mined by Ω, our goal will be to compute Ω. We have that:
ΩP |ψn0 〉 = |ψn0 〉 , (B.10)
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such that within this subspace:
PΩP |ψn0 〉 = P |ψn0 〉 ; i.e. PΩP = P. (B.11)
Now, consider the Schr´’odinger equation:(
E¯n0 −H0
) |ψn0 〉 = H1 |ψn0 〉 ⇒ (E¯n0 −H0)P |ψn0 〉 = PH1 |ψn0 〉 (B.12)
=
(
E¯n0 −H0
) |Un0 〉 = PH1 |ψn0 〉 (B.13)
⇒ (E¯n0 −H0)P |ψn0 〉 = PH1ΩP |ψn0 〉 (B.14)
⇒ (E¯n0 −H0)ΩP |ψn0 〉 = H1ΩP |ψn0 〉 (B.15)
Now multiplying Eq. (B.14) from the left by −Ω and adding it to Eq. (B.15), we obtain:
[Ω, H0]P = H1ΩP − ΩPH1ΩP (B.16)
Consider an expansion of Ω in terms of the relevant energy scale for H1:
Ω = 1 + Ω(1) + Ω(2) + · · · . (B.17)
Introducing the resolvent operator R ≡ (E0 −H0)−1Q, with Q ≡ 1− P :
R =
∑
|ψnα〉,α 6=0
|ψnα〉〈ψnα|
E0 − Eα , (B.18)
where |ψnα〉 with α 6= 0 are the excited states of H0. Finally, using V ≡ H1, substituting
Eq. (B.17) into Eq. (B.16), and solving, order by order, we finally obtain a recursive
formula for Ω(N):
Ω(N)P = (E0 −H0)−1
[
V ΩN−1P −
∑
α+β=N−1
Ω(α)PV Ω(β)P
]
. (B.19)
B.3 Effective Hamiltonian for XXZ quantum spin-ice
In the straightforward degenerate perturbation theory computation for (1.17) we find seven
non-constant term when carrying the calculation up to order J5±:
HXXZeff = PV R
2
V P + PV R
3
V P + PV R
4
V P (B.20)
+ PV RRV PV RV P + PV RVRRV PV RV P
+ PV RR2V PV RV P + PV RRV PV R
2
V P +O(V 6),
where we have defined RV ≡ RV . The different terms in this expansion can be represented
using graph. Then it becomes a simple geometric exercise to find the different ways these
diagrams can be embedded on the lattice in order to obtain Eq. (3.21).
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B.3.1 How the operators transform
If one is interested in computing observables from the original theory, then additional care
must be made. In fact, operators from the original theory must be transformed within
the scheme of the effective Hamiltonian method. To see this, consider the following: we
want to compute the expectation value of the operator A within the manifold that we are
studying:
〈ψn0 |A |ψn0 〉 = 〈Un0 |PΩ†AΩP |Un0 〉 . (B.21)
Thus we see that the operators transform as:
A→ PΩ†AΩP, (B.22)
where the wave operator Ω is determined by Eq. (B.19).
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Appendix C
Further details about the “exclusive”
bosons
C.1 Boson density
In the exclusive boson formalism, a simple way to study the effect of the increase of the
boson density away from the j± = 0 limit is to introduce a chemical potential: µ = n+1/2,
with n ≡ 〈b†b+ d†d〉 such that:
Qˆ2x ≈ µ
(
d†xdx + b
†
x bx
)
. (C.1)
We can use:
ψ†x ≈
d†x + bx√
1 + 2n
. (C.2)
One can then proceed as in section 3.1.2 to diagonalize the spinon Hamiltonian. The boson
density is then found by solving the self-consistent equation n =
〈
b†b+ d†d
〉
.
C.2 Bogolyubov transformation
The Bogolyubov transformation used in Eq. (3.14) is given by:
dk = cosh θk d˜k + sinh θk b˜
†
−k (C.3)
bk = cosh θk b˜k + sinh θk d˜
†
−k (C.4)
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where θk is determined by asking for the coefficient of off-diagonal terms such as d˜k b˜−k to
finish. We find:
tanh(2θk ) =
1
2
(
1− 1
ρk
)
, (C.5)
in the case of the zero flux.
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Appendix D
Large-N approximation for the
quantum XY rotors
In this section we use the approximation introduced by Savary et al. [3] to solve the rotor
model Hs(Qˆx , ψx ) given in Eq. 3.1. This section serves to clarify the similarities and
differences between the “exclusive” boson method and the large-N approximation. We are
also interested in verifying wether the monopole flux or spin ice flux state may be selected
within their formalism.
In order to solve the quantum rotor model, Savary et al. used a representation for
which the real and imaginary part of the rotor are mapped to position operators:
ψx = xˆx + iyˆx . (D.1)
This mapping is exact as long as x2x +y
2
x = 1. In order to take into account this constraint,
they implemented the constraint in a large-N fashion, by introducing a single Lagrange
multiplier that is tuned so that 〈xˆx + yˆx 〉 = 1 for every rotor on the lattice. Using this
approximation, the Hamiltonian for the spinons in terms of Block modes reads:
H =
∑
k
∑
i,j
1
2
Π†ikΠjkδij −
j±
4
ψ†ikM˜ij(λ, k)ψjk − 2λ. (D.2)
Where M˜ = λδij+(Mk )ij and where Mk is the kernel used in the exclusive boson calculation
and is given in appendix E. We have defined Π†ik as the conjugate variable of ψx , i.e.
Π†ix = pˆ
x
x + ipˆ
y
x with [xx , p
x
x ′ ] = iδx ,x ′ such that [ψ
†
x ,Πx ] = 2i. As before, we diagonalize
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the kernel to obtain:
H =
∑
k
∑
i
1
2
Π˜†ik Π˜ik −
j±
4
Λk ,iψ˜
†
ik ψ˜ik − 2λ. (D.3)
Where we have M˜ = UΛU † and Π˜ = U †Π and ψ˜ = U †ψ. The latter expression is just a
collection of non-interacting harmonic oscillators since: Π˜ik = pˆ
x
ik +ipˆ
y
ik and ψ˜ik = xˆik +iyˆik
such that:
H =
∑
k
∑
i
1
2
(
pˆxik pˆ
x
i,−k + pˆ
y
ik pˆ
y
i,−k
)− j±
4
Λk ,i (xˆik xˆi,−k + yˆik yˆi,−k )− 2λ. (D.4)
Finally using:
ai,k =
√
ωk i
2
(
xˆi,k +
i
ωk
pˆxi,−k
)
, (D.5)
bi,k =
√
ωk i
2
(
yˆi,k +
i
ωk
pˆyi,−k
)
, (D.6)
we arrive at:
H =
∑
k
∑
i
ωk ,i
(
a†i,kai,k + b
†
i,kbi,k + 1
)
, (D.7)
with ωk ,i =
√−j±Λk ,i/2. The zero-point energy is thus given by:
E0 =
2
V
∑
k
∑
i
(ωk ,i − λ) . (D.8)
Assuming a ground-state with uncondensed spinon |0〉, the constraint 〈xˆ2x + yˆ2x 〉 = 1 to
finding λ such that:
1
2V
∑
i
∑
k
U1iU
†
i1
ωi,k
= 1 (D.9)
Discussion The stability diagram obtained from this approach is presented in Fig. D.1
and is identical to the stability diagram obtained by Ref.[3, 4]. Notice that the spinon for
the pi flux condenses at j± ≈ −4.1, which is much outside the regime of validity of the
formalism use here. We also remark that in the limit where j± → 0, we find λ → 1/2
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such that E0 → 1/2. In the same limit ωk ,i → 1. These two limits do no agree with the
expectations for classical spin-ice where the ground-state energy is zero and the cost for
creating a single spinon is 1/2. Finally, we add that within this formalism, althought the
spin-ice flux is never selected as a ground-state, it also never condenses. According to our
calculations (within the formalism of the present section), the spin-ice is stable all the way
down to j± → −∞.
J±0
0-
flu
x
ᴨ-flux AF
M?
U(1) Liquids
 4.1 0.192
Figure D.1: Phase diagram for XXZ quantum spin ice obtained via the large-N approxi-
mation introduced by Ref. [3].
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Appendix E
Kernel for computing the single
spinon dispersion
When performing transforming the rotor operators to Block modes, one obtains a relation
of the form: ∑
k
∑
µ,ν
fk ,µνψ
†
kψk+gµν ≡
∑
k
F (k), (E.1)
where fk ,µ,ν is some function of k , µ and ν. The gµν term is an integer multiple of Q where
Q = (0, 0, 0) for the zero flux, Q = (2pi, 0, 0) for the pi-flux state, Q = (pi, 0, pi) for the
monopole flux state and Q = (0, pi, 0) for the spin ice flux state. Then writing Eq. (E.1)
as a sum over the reduced Brillouin zone, we define the kernel Mk of the spinons. For
instance, for the monopole flux with Q = (0, pi, 0) we have:∑
k
F (k) =
∑
k∈BZ′
F (k) + F (k +Q) + F (k + 2Q) + F (k + 3Q) ≡
∑
k∈BZ′
~ψ†k ·Mk · ~ψk
(E.2)
with ~ψk = (ψk , ψk+Q , ψk+2Q , ψk+3Q)
T
Kernel for the pi flux We find (with k = kxxˆ+ kyyˆ + kz zˆ):
(Mk )00 = −(Mk )11 = 2 cos
(
kx
2
)
cos
(
ky
2
)
, (E.3)
(Mk )10 = −2 cos
(
kz
2
)
sin
(
ky
2
)
+ 2i sin
(
kx
2
)
sin
(
kz
2
)
(E.4)
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E.1 Kernel for the monopole flux
We find1:
(Mk )00 = −(Mk )22 = 2 cos
(
kx + ky
2
)
(E.5)
(Mk )01 = e
− 1
2
i(ky+kz)
(
ie
1
2
i(kx+ky+2kz) + e
1
2
i(kx+ky) + eikz + 1
)
(E.6)
(Mk )02 = 2i sin
(
kx − ky
2
)
(E.7)
(Mk )03 = e
− 1
2
i(kx+kz)
(
−i (−1 + eikz) e 12 i(kx+ky) + eikz + i) (E.8)
(Mk )11 = −(Mk )33 = −2 sin
(
kx + ky
2
)
(E.9)
(Mk )12 = e
− 1
2
i(kx+kz)
(
−ieikz
(
−1 + e 12 i(kx+ky)
)
+ e
1
2
i(kx+ky) − i
)
(E.10)
(Mk )13 = 2i cos
(
kx − ky
2
)
(E.11)
(Mk )23 = e
− 1
2
i(ky+kz)
(
ieikz
(
e
1
2
i(kx+ky) + i
)
+ e
1
2
i(kx+ky) − 1
)
(E.12)
1Note that the kernel is different for the 〈a〉 and 〈b〉 sublattices. Here we give the kernel for the 〈b〉
sublattice.
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E.2 Kernel for the spin ice flux
(Mk )00 = −(Mk )22 = 2 cos
(
kx + ky
2
)
(E.13)
(Mk )01 =
4
√−1e− 12 i(kx+kz)
((
1 + eikz
)
e
1
2
i(kx+ky) + sin(kz)− i cos(kz) + 1
)
(E.14)
(Mk )02 = 2i cos
(
kx − ky
2
)
(E.15)
(Mk )03 =
4
√−1e− 12 i(ky+kz)
(
−ie 12 i(kx+ky+2kz) + e 12 i(kx+ky) + eikz + 1
)
(E.16)
(Mk )11 = −(Mk )33 = −2 sin
(
kx + ky
2
)
(E.17)
(Mk )12 =
4
√−1e− 12 i(kx+kz)
(
i
(
1 + eikz
)
e
1
2
i(kx+ky) + sin(kz)− i cos(kz) + 1
)
(E.18)
(Mk )13 = 2i sin
(
kx − ky
2
)
(E.19)
(Mk )23 = − 4
√−1e− 12 i(kx+kz)
(
eikz
(
e
1
2
i(kx+ky) + i
)
+ e
1
2
i(kx+ky) − 1
)
(E.20)
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Appendix F
FCC Brillouin zone
F.1 First Brillouin zone of the FCC lattice
2014-07-21, 3:15 PM
Page 1 of 1http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Brillouin_Zone_%281st%2C_FCC%29.svg
U
X
WK
L
Γ
Λ
Δ
Σ
z
x
y
Figure F.1: Brillouin zone of the face cubic centered (FCC) lattice along with its high
symmetry points.
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F.2 Brillouin zone summation
The first Brillouin zone of a FCC lattice has the same shape of a truncated octahedron
and is equivalent to the Wigner-Seitz cell of a BCC lattice [82]. For simplicity we carry
out the Brillouin summations by summing over twice the FCC BZ and dividing the result
by 2. Twice of the FCC BZ corresponds to a cube of volume 64pi3 (we use a = 1 for the
linear size of the conventional cubic cell of the pyrochlore lattice). Then, we have simply:
∑
k
→ V
64pi3
∫ 2pi
−2pi
∫ 2pi
−2pi
∫ 2pi
−2pi
dkxdkydkz (F.1)
As usual the summation is replaced by an integration, which is a valid manipulation as
long as the summand does not diverge. A divergent summand requires additional care and
we refer the reader to Ref. [3] for more details.
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